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Abstract
Human experts as autonomous agents in a referral network must decide whether

to accept a task or refer to a more appropriate expert, and if so to whom. In order
for the referral network to improve over time, the experts must learn to estimate the
topical expertise of other experts. This thesis extends concepts from Multi-agent Re-
inforcement Learning and Active Learning to referral networks. Among a wide array
of algorithms evaluated, Distributed Interval Estimation Learning (DIEL), based on
Interval Estimation Learning, was found to be promising for learning appropriate re-
ferral choices, compared to Greedy, Q-learning, and UCB methods. DIEL’s
rapid performance gain in the early phase of learning makes it a practically vi-
able algorithm, including when multiple referral hops are allowed. In addition to
a synthetic data set, we compare the performance of several top-performing refer-
ral algorithms on a referral network of high-performance Stochastic Local Search
(SLS) SAT solvers and demonstrate that the referral learning algorithms can learn
appropriate referral choices in the real task of solving satisfiability problems where
expertise do not obey any known parameterized distribution. Apart from evaluating
overall network performance, we conduct a robustness analysis across the learn-
ing algorithms, with an emphasis on capacity constraints, evolving networks (i.e.
with known experts dropping off and new experts of unknown performance enter-
ing), and expertise drift — situations that often arise in real-world scenarios but
largely ignored in the Active Learning literature. In an augmented learning setting,
where experts may report their top skills to their colleagues, we proposed three al-
gorithms, proactive-DIEL, proactive-Q-Learning, and proactive-ε-Greedy. All
algorithms exhibited robustness to noisy self-skill estimates and were resilient to
evolving networks and strategic misreporting.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Consider a network of experts with differing expertise, where any expert may receive a problem
(aka a task or a query) and must decide whether to work on it or to refer the problem, and if so
to which other expert. For instance, in a clinical network, a physician may diagnose and treat a
patient or refer the patient to another physician whom she believes may have more appropriate
knowledge, given the presenting symptoms. The referring physician may charge a referral fee
and the receiving physician may charge a larger fee for diagnosing and treating the patient. Refer-
ral networks are common across other professions as well, such as members of large consultancy
firms. If the experts are software agents, then the need for referral may be greater, given the likely
narrower “expertise” typical of intelligent agents (including old-style expert systems). We can
also envision a hybrid referral network comprising automated agents and possibly crowd-source
human experts.

How does a network or how do individual experts in the network learn to refer effectively?
Human referral networks are neither hardwired nor static. Potentially much larger networks of
automated experts or hybrid networks with dynamic membership must likewise learn to refer
with membership and expertise drift – and that learning should be distributed, without any “boss
agent” telling all the others when to try and solve a problem or when to refer and if so to whom.

In this thesis proposal, we explore and extend several well-known reinforcement learning
algorithms to meet this learning-to-refer challenge. Rather than focusing on agents and problem-
solving mechanisms, our primary focus is on this new Distributed Active Learning approach
in referral networks. Crowdsourcing remains popular in labeling tasks [10], but also for more
complex tasks requiring targeted skills [8, 57, 58]. We see our work as a confluence of these
trends, where agents (e.g. experts, turkers, autonomous systems) have varying expertise, and
targeting the right agent to the right job is key.

Our referral model assumes an initial sparse topology of a referral graph where each expert
knows a handful of colleagues so that E ∼ O(V ) (E and V denote the number of edges and
vertexes in the network, respectively). Learning consists of each expert improving its estimates
of the ability of colleagues to solve different classes of problems. These colleague experts may
be in the initial network, or added to the network over time as the network topology evolves.

We illustrate the referral mechanism and its effectiveness with the simple graph of Figure 1.1
which represents a network of five experts. The nodes of the graph are the experts, and the
edges indicate that the experts ‘know’ each other, that is, they can send or receive referrals and
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Figure 1.1: A referral network with five experts.

communicate results. In the domain, three different topics (subdomains) can be distinguished –
call them t1, t2, and t3 – and the figures in brackets indicate an expert’s expertise in each of these.

In this referral network, with a query belonging to t2, if there was no referral, the client
may consult first e2 and then possibly e5, leading to a probability of getting the correct answer of
0.2+(1−0.2)×0.2 = 0.36. With referrals, an expert handles a problem she knows how to answer,
and otherwise if she had knowledge of all the other experts’ expertise she could ask e2 who would
refer to e3 for the best skill in t2, leading to a solution probability of 0.2+(1−0.2)×0.8 = 0.84.

For a query budget Q of 2, the steps in our learning setting are the following.
1. A user issues qj ( initial query ) to a randomly chosen expert ei (initial expert)

2. Initial expert ei examines the instance and solves it if possible. This depends on the exper-
tise of ei wrt. qj .

3. If not, a referral query is issued by ei to a referred expert, ej , within her subnetwork.
Learning-to-refer involves improving the estimate of who is most likely to solve the prob-
lem.

4. If the referred expert succeeds, she communicates the solution to the initial expert, who in
turn, communicates it to the user.

This thesis proposal presents two broad research directions. Our first line of exploratory
study focuses on assessing the viability of our proposed learning setting through comparative
evaluation of referral learning algorithms. For this, we constructed a pool of algorithms belong-
ing to four categories, namely, IEL (Interval Estimation Learning), Q-Learning, UCB (Upper
Confidence Bound) and Greedy. Much of our performance evaluation is focused on robustness
to practical factors like capacity constraints, evolving networks and expertise drift. In order to
evaluate beyond synthetic data, we proposed a novel use of SAT solvers as experts and compared
the performance of several top-performing referral algorithms in the real task of SAT solving.

For our initial experiments, we assumed an uninformative prior. However, in real-world,
experts often do not start from completely uninformative prior. Moreover, in real life, we often
see that experts clearly mention which type of tasks they are particularly good at and also often
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forge links to their colleagues via social networks. In turn, their colleagues may re-estimate their
beliefs of expertise levels based on actual performance. Our other major research direction is an
augmented learning setting where a one-time local-network advertisement of a subset of skills
is allowed. In addition to designing algorithms that take advantage of such advertised priors,
we focus on resilience to dynamic addition/drop off of experts in the network, noisy self-skill
estimation and strategic lying.

1.1 Thesis Statement and Contributions

In this thesis, we show that: a newly proposed Active Learning setting where experts (agents
or teachers) can refer difficult instances to connected experts can substantially improve overall
network performance in presence of effective referral learning algorithms, and the performance
can be further improved through proactive skill posting and algorithms that discourage strategic
lying.

Our proposed contributions are the following. Grayed out proposed items imply we would
explore them time permitting.

1. We have proposed a novel Active Learning setting where experts can redirect difficult
tasks/queries to other connected experts.
• [COMPLETED] We have identified a pool of referral algorithms that include IEL algo-

rithms, Greedy algorithms, UCB algorithms and Q-Learning variants. On both real
and synthetic data, we found that DIEL was the top-performing algorithm.

• [COMPLETED] We have focused on two aspects which often arise in real-world scenario,
but largely ignored in the Active Learning literature: capacity constraints and evolving
networks. We have also extended to multi-hop setting and compared different referral
algorithms.

• [COMPLETED] We have constructed a novel data set of referral network of SAT (SATenstein)
solvers. In this data set, the solvers map to experts, and different SAT distributions map
to topics. We have evaluated referral algorithms (also proactive versions proposed in the
augmented learning setting) on this data set.

• [PROPOSED] Exploring mixed strategy referral algorithms where for each referral deci-
sion, the algorithm is chosen from a pool of available referral algorithms.

• [PROPOSED] We propose to explore the following questions regarding time varying ex-
pertise, an important practical aspect in referral networks.

[PROPOSED] How to detect a drifting expert?

[PROPOSED] How to adapt to the drift, and quickly?

[PROPOSED] Can we extrapolate, i.e., identify improving experts and their rate of
improvement?

[PROPOSED] How to design algorithms robust to both expertise drift and evolving
network?

[PROPOSED] Can hybrid algorithms be useful in presence of expertise drift?
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2. In order to address the cold-start problem, we propose an augmented learning setting
where experts are allowed to perform a one-time local network advertisement of a subset of their
skills.
• [COMPLETED] We have extended three algorithms, DIEL, ε-Greedy, and Q-Learning

to this augmented learning setting. We have evaluated these algorithms both on synthetic
data and on the referral network of SAT solvers.

• [COMPLETED] We have proposed two different mechanisms to discourage strategic ly-
ing, and have compared their empirical incentive compatibility, robustness to noisy self-
skill estimates and resilience to evolving networks.

• [PROPOSED] Empirical evaluation of strategyproofness. Designing strategyproof proac-
tive algorithms.

• [PROPOSED] Designing proactive algorithms for continuous reward.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

The inspiration for the referral framework dates back to referral chaining, first proposed in [22]
and subsequently extended in, for example, [53, 54, 56, 55]. In particular, Yu’s dissertation [54]
made an extensive study of the properties of a simulated referral network under various condi-
tions. Those simulations are consistent with the simulated networks in this thesis proposal, but
did not address learning to refer, capacity constraints, or dynamic adaptation. Beyond synthetic
data, we evaluated the performance of several referral learning algorithms on a SAT solver data
set, where neither expertise nor noise in estimating self-skill obeys any known parameterized dis-
tribution. Also, we moved beyond the initial referral framework through augmenting the learning
setting with a one time local network advertisement of a subset of skills and proposed modified
algorithms that can take advantage of such partially available noisy priors.

The referral learning algorithm proposed in [27] built upon earlier research on interval esti-
mation learning (IEL). IEL, a reinforcement learning technique that strikes a balance between
exploration and exploitation by combining mean and variance of the observed rewards (as op-
posed to a strategy that switches between the two, such as in [35].), was first proposed in [20, 21].
In the context of Active Learning, IEL has been successfully used in jointly learning the accuracy
of labeling sources and obtaining the most informative labels in [14]. IEL is used to compute
expected rewards of individual oracles and then a multiplicative threshold on the best oracle’s
performance is used to eliminate inferior oracles. We used the version from [14] as the basis
of our DIEL method, adjusting for key differences such as the fact that learning in referral net-
works is distributed, that is, each expert learns to improve its labeling strategy from its unique
vantage point in the referral network, greatly increasing computational challenges of our simula-
tion. Unlike [14], in this work we consider heterogeneous tasks and the primary challenge is to
estimate topical expertise. While designing proactive-DIEL, an algorithm that takes advantage
of proactive skill posting, we found that dropping the student-t distribution parameter improved
DIEL’s performance in the early learning phase [26]. We used the modified version for all of the
subsequent experiments.

The problem of learning appropriate referrals can be cast in various ways. One direction we
considered was Multi-Armed-Bandit selection problem where each arm corresponds to a referral
choice for a given topic to a particular expert. Accordingly, we enlisted several Multi-Armed-
Bandit algorithms [2, 30, 4] for performance comparison, none of which have as far as we know
been studied in the context of referral learning before. Similarly, we also included Q-Learning
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variants for comparative analysis [17, 48] which haven’t been explored in this context before.
An analysis of referral networks also exhibits similarities with the study of task allocation [1,
60, 48], where minimizing turn-around time corresponds to the maximizing the probability of
a correct answer. Studies were made of network changes and load balancing for distributed
reinforcement learning([59]), and of topic hierarchies (in the context of information retrieval).
We focus on using a referral network as a substrate for Active Learning algorithms, which has
not been previously studied. Also, the FAL algorithm described in [60] uses a variant of epsilon
greedy Q-learning similar to one we compared favorably against in the current work.

Several lines of work in the past have studied adaptive strategies in algorithm design. In the
Active Learning literature, one such example is [13] where performance improvement over static
strategies is brought by adaptively updating strategy selection parameters. In a completely dif-
ferent domain, [49] presents a hybrid stochastic local search SAT solver that switches between
two heuristics to strike a balance between search diversification and intensification. In our work,
we are proposing a structured approach to designing hybrid algorithms. Our work is primarily
inspired by [28] where algorithmic design choices are expressed through parameters and a sub-
sequent use of automated algorithm configurators yielded high-performance solvers. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work that presents a structured approach to design effective
mixed-strategy multi-armed bandit algorithms.

In crowdsourcing, communication between experts and non-experts has been studied – in a
system dubbed Skierarchy [34] domain experts break down a complex task into simpler micro-
tasks and actively supervise the non-expert crowd. However, in our approach, there is no such
simplifying assumption: it is highly unlikely that one expert Pareto dominates other experts in
a professional network across all topics. Instead, referral is bi-directional, and the main focus
is on learning appropriate referral choices in a distributed manner, rather than by specific boss
agents. Although not connected through referral networks, multiple annotators are often used to
disambiguate noisy labels. In presence of annotator disagreements, Learning from crowd, pro-
posed in [38, 50], presents a probabilistic model to model the labeling process and a subsequent
Expectation-Maximum (EM) step is used to obtain maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of un-
observed variables. The trade-off between expert labelers and noisy labelers, a related problem,
has been studied in [41, 44, 45].

Factors similar to expertise drift has been considered in both Active Learning and MAB liter-
ature. The challenge of learning from multiple annotators in presence of time-varying accuracy
is addressed in [11] where a variant of particle filtering method is used to estimate the expected
accuracy at every time step. Our work poses an additional challenge – unlike [11], instead of
querying a committee of annotators, an expert can only query one connected expert who in turn
could query further but at any time step, only one connected expert is queried. This makes it
difficult to estimate time-varying expertise as the referral algorithm may fail to notice improve-
ments in less-sampled experts. In the restless bandit literature [51], the reward distribution of
the arms may change even when the arms are not in use. Bounded Brownian motion [42] and
Gaussian noise with independent Gaussian perturbation [15] has been used to model the drift in
the past. Additional to existing models of expertise drift, we propose to consider more realis-
tic models that considers task frequency since people may get better with practice (also, fatigue
could degrade performance). Also, in real-world, gaining expertise could be more likely than
losing expertise. A biased random walk where an expert is more likely to improve than degrade
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could be used to model such behavior.
The primary focus of our work is presenting an extended learning setting by augmenting

the existing referral framework with proactive skill posting and designing an appropriate dis-
tributed referral learning algorithm. However, in a real-world application, success will depend
on preventing experts from misreporting their true skills as they advertise (e.g. to acquire more
business). Among a large body of literature in truthful mechanism design [7, 9, 47, 46] we
highlight a few key differences with the budgeted multi-armed bandit mechanism motivated by
crowdsourcing platforms presented in [9]. First, our setting is distributed; while learning-to-
refer can be interpreted as a multi-armed bandit problem where each arm is a referral choice, we
are in fact dealing with several such parallel multi-armed bandit problems. Also, in our setting,
experts have varying topical expertise which increases the scale of the problem, as each expert
needs to estimate the expertise of her colleagues for each of the topics. In contrast, [9] con-
sidered homogenous tasks. Reflecting real-world scenarios where experts may not know their
skills on all topics and also may not have the time budget to inform their colleagues about their
skills on individual topics, proactive-DIEL deals with partially available priors, i.e., experts are
restricted by an advertisement budget and do not bid for all the topics (a factor [9] did not need to
consider because of homogeneous tasks). Finally, much of our focus is on a thorough empirical
performance evaluation on both synthetic data and real-world data where certain distributional
assumptions on expertise and skill estimates may or may nor hold.

In part of this work, we used SATenstein [28], a highly parameterized Stochastic Local
Search (SLS) SAT solver. SATenstein has a design space of 2.01 × 1014 candidate solvers
which includes most of the high-performance SLS SAT solvers proposed in the literature. By
using an automatic algorithm configurator, SATenstein can be configured on specific SAT
distributions. We used 100 such solvers obtained from the experiments in [29] that allow us to
evaluate referral performance on a real task of SAT solving.

Our work was also influenced by several other areas, such as Agents and Simulation, e.g.,
[6], Networks and Emerging Properties, e.g., [32, 54], Data Mining in Social Networks, e.g.,
[19], Expertise and Expertise Finding, e.g., [33, 36], and Active and Proactive Learning, e.g.,
[40, 39, 12, 35, 37], of which a small selection is presented in the Bibliography.
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Chapter 3

Referral Networks

In this chapter, we first present the preliminaries covering our notations, assumptions and basic
referral setting. Next, we describe the research questions we focused on and their associated
challenges after which we present our approach to tackle each of them.

3.1 Preliminaries

Referral network: Represented by a graph (V,E) of size k in which each vertex vi corresponds
to an expert ei (1 ≤ k) and each bidirectional edge 〈vi, vj〉 indicates a referral link which implies
ei and ej can refer problem instances to each other.

Subnetwork: The subnetwork of an expert ei is the set of experts linked to ei by a referral link.

Scenario: Set of m instances (q1, . . . , qm) belonging to n topics (t1, . . . , tn) that are to be ad-
dressed by the k experts (e1, . . . , ek).

Expertise: Expertise of an expert/question pair 〈ei, qj〉 is the probability with with ei can solve
qj .

Referral mechanism: For a query budget Q = 2, consists of the following steps.

1. A user issues qj ( initial query ) to a randomly chosen expert ei (initial expert)

2. Initial expert ei examines the instance and solves it if possible. This depends on the exper-
tise of ei wrt. qj .

3. If not, a referral query is issued by ei to a referred expert, ej , within her subnetwork.
Learning-to-refer involves improving the estimate of who is most likely to solve the prob-
lem.

4. If the referred expert succeeds, she communicates the solution to the initial expert, who in
turn, communicates it to the user.

Further details regarding the assumptions involving expertise, network parameters, and sim-
ulation details can be found in [27, 26].
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3.2 Research Questions and Challenges

How to learn effective referral choices? A key challenge in learning in a distributed setting
without a central “boss” agent is local visibility of rewards, i.e., each expert has to learn its
own referral choices for each topic. For viability, it is crucial that the learning algorithm shows
rapid improvement in the early phase of learning. Since the problem of learning appropriate
referrals can be cast in various ways, our primary goal was not on design new algorithms, we
rather focused on finding an effective algorithm from a pool of existing algorithms. Different
categories of algorithms including multi-armed bandit algorithms, Q-learning variants, Interval
Estimation Learning (IEL) algorithms and Greedy variants were used to tackle this problem.

Do close-to-optimal local decisions translate into close-to-optimal global decisions? In a dis-
tributed setting, each expert learns her own referral policies, and depending on her colleagues’
expertise and size of the subnetwork would require varying number of samples to approach opti-
mal policies. How do several experts learning in parallel affect the overall network performance,
and if close-to-optimal decisions translate into close-to-optima global decisions are important
questions to consider.

How does network performance get affected in presence of capacity constraints, expertise
drift, evolving networks? Capacity constraints on experts are rarely taken into account in Ac-
tive Learning (though Proactive Learning [12] considers similar aspects). In reality, of course,
experts can handle only a limited number of tasks at any given time, and we can imagine the
better experts receiving an ever increasing stream of requests. Also, in practice, referral net-
works are not static; they evolve over time with new links being forged, experts dropping out and
joining. An expert’s expertise may change over time, e.g., improve by studying, or degrade from
fatigue. All referral algorithms will be able to detect an initially good expert whose performance
deteriorates. However, if an expert initially exhibits low performance and then improves, de-
signing referral algorithms that quickly detect such expertise shifts could be a challenging task,
given that previously dismissed low performers would have a low probability of being sampled.
Evaluating robustness of the learning algorithms to these practical factors is an important aspect
in our experiments.

How should we evaluate performance beyond synthetic data? Finding data sets suitable for
the referral setting is a nontrivial challenge. For this, we would require a large number of experts
with differential domain expertise. We considered a suite of high-performance SAT solvers as
experts to overcome this challenge. These solvers also allow us to incorporate the notion of
solution quality and evaluate algorithm performance with continuous reward.

How to design and evaluate effective mixed-strategy algorithms? Since different algorithms
adopt different exploration-exploitation balance, designing mixed strategy referral algorithms,
where a referral algorithm can choose from an array of action selection strategies, may further
improve performance. The key challenge is how to efficiently design such mixed strategy referral
algorithms since a brute force search through all possible combination of strategies is not feasible.
We address this challenge by casting it into an algorithm configuration problem where strategies
are expressed through parameters.
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Category Algorithm Parameters
IEL DIEL [26] None
Greedy DMT [27] None
Greedy ε-Greedy [5] c
Greedy ε-Greedy1 α
UCB UCB1 [2] None
UCB UCB2 [5] None
UCB UCBNormal [30] None
UCB UCBV [4] θ
Q-learning Q-learning [48] α, γ, ε
Q-learning DQ-learning [17] α, γ, ε

Table 3.1: Referral Algorithms

500 1000 1500 2000 3000 4000 5000
Upper Bound 79.47 79.31 79.27 79.42 79.38 79.41 79.47
DIEL 67.73 73.35 75.35 76.33 77.33 77.76 77.96
DMT 70.63 73.06 73.83 74.20 74.54 74.71 74.69
ε-Greedy 55.33 56.63 57.80 58.95 60.57 61.95 62.97
ε-Greedy1 70.22 72.91 73.97 74.48 74.92 75.19 75.32
UCB1 57.78 59.60 60.80 61.61 63.28 64.49 65.49
UCB2 63.71 64.16 64.19 64.21 64.18 64.19 64.28
UCB-normal 54.38 54.47 54.71 54.97 56.43 58.91 61.39
UCBV 54.99 55.92 56.44 56.87 57.83 58.60 59.15
Q-Learning 65.46 69.19 70.98 72.08 73.46 74.27 74.75
DQ-learning 70.23 72.68 73.74 74.37 75.14 75.60 75.91
Expertise-Blind 54.48 54.46 54.45 54.41 54.48 54.44 54.60

Table 3.2: Performance comparison of referral algorithms.

3.3 Approach
Now, we outline our approaches to tackle our research questions.

3.3.1 Learning effective referral choices
Essentially, from the point of view of a single expert, learning appropriate referral choices for a
given topic is an action selection problem. We first give a short description of the learning algo-
rithms listed in Table 3.1 that we used for performance comparison. We denote mean observed
reward of action a by m(a), total number of observations of all actions by N , and number of
observations of action a by na.
DIEL:Action selection using Interval Estimation Learning (IEL) works in the following way [14,
26]. First, for each action a, the upper confidence interval for the mean reward (UI(a)) is esti-
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mated by
UI(a) = m(a) + s(a)√

n
(1)

where m(a) is the mean observed reward for a, s(a) is the sample standard deviation of the re-
ward, n is the number of observed samples from a. Next, IEL selects the action with the highest
upper confidence interval.
DMT: Unlike DIEL, DMT only considers the mean observed reward and always greedily picks
the action with the highest reward.
ε-Greedy: DMT, being purely greedy, can easily get stuck with a sub-optimal referral choice.
ε-Greedy performs a diversification step with a probability ε. i.e., with probability ε, it ran-
domly chooses one of the connected experts for referral.
ε-Greedy1: ε-Greedy1 differs from ε-Greedy only in its way of setting the diversifica-
tion probability parameter (set to α∗K

N
where K is the subnetwork size, i.e., the total number of

referral choices).
UCB1: UCB1 selects the action with highest m(a) +

√
2lnN
na

. This implies among two actions
with equal mean reward, UCB1 will favor the least sampled one.
UCB2: UCB2 executes in an episodic fashion. Once an action is selected, it is executed for an
episode. For each action a, it first initializes ra to 0 where ra denotes the episode length and each
action is executed once in the beginning. If the last selected action j has been played for rj times,

the new action is selected by maximizing m(a) +
√

(1+α).ln(eNτ(ra))
2τ(ra)

where τ(ra) = (1 + α)ra

and α is a configurable parameter.
UCB-normal: UCB-normal performs any action that has been executed less than dlogNe. If

no such action exists, the action with highest m(a)+
√

16. sq(a)−na.m(a)2

na−1 . ln(N−1)
na

is chosen (sq(a)
is the sum of squared reward obtained from action a).
UCBV: Similar to DIEL, UCBV also uses variance to compute expected reward. However,
it uses a different exploration function, logN

na
. UCBV selects the action with highest m(a) +

s(a).
√

2θlog(N)
na

+ 3θlog(N)
na

. [4] reported a value of 1.2 for the parameter θ to guarantee logarith-
mic convergence.
DQ-Learning: Double Q-Learning, or DQ-learning, consists of two standard Q-Learning
algorithms running in tandem (with Q functions: QA and QB, say). Whenever an action is
chosen based on QA, the observed reward is used to update QB and vice versa. In practice,
DQ-Learning tends to converge faster than Q-Learning (for further details, see [17]). For
Q-Learning, we considered ε-Greedy-Q-Learning.

Additionally, we compare against an upper bound and an expertise-blind baseline. The upper
bound is the performance of a network where every expert has access to an oracle that knows
the true topic-mean (i.e., mean(Expertise(ei, q) : q ∈ topicp) ∀i, p) of every expert-topic pair.
The baseline is an Expertise-Blind algorithm where the initial expert randomly chooses a
connected expert for referral. Unless otherwise mentioned, a referred expert receives a reward
of 1 upon each successful completion of a task, and a failed task receives a reward of 0 (for
our experiments on SAT solver referral networks, we used continuous rewards as described in
Chapter 3.3.3).

As shown in Table 3.2, of the algorithms we have considered so far, DIEL performed closest
to the theoretical upper-bound. Our results indeed indicate that close-to-optimal local decisions
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Figure 3.1: Multi-hop referral.
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Figure 3.2: Performance of DMT and DIEL for different values of the load-factor c.

do translate into close-to-optimal global decisions. In a multi-hop setting, a referred expert can
continue referring an instance to another expert as long as the budget permits. Figure 3.1 shows
that DIEL’s rapid performance gain in the early phase of learning still enables it to obtain a
superior performance.

3.3.2 Robustness to practical factors
Several practical factors may impact performance of a referral network. Here, we focus on
capacity constraints, evolving networks and expertise drift.
Capacity constraints: Let load(ei,m) denote the number of tasks expert ei received among the
last m tasks (initial or referred) the network received. In a network of k experts, a fair load for
every expert is m

k
. An expert is overloaded if load(ei,m) ≥ c∗ m

k
, where c (load-factor) is greater

than 1. While we can imagine an overloaded expert charging more money to solve a problem
(or delaying her response, or referring to another expert), in our experiments we assumed that
she becomes completely unavailable until the load situation improves. We found that algorithms
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Figure 3.3: Performance of DIEL with network changes.

with greater exploration tend to have fewer overloaded experts in the early learning phase.
Even with a tighter value of c of 1.5, we find that the performance of the referral algo-

rithms degrades gracefully, and sometimes even paradoxically improves, a phenomenon due to
the forced exploration resulting from load balancing. For example, in Figure 3.2, while DIEL
exhibits a graceful performance degradation with increased load factor, the load-balanced ver-
sion of DMT with a load factor of 2 does slightly better than DMT without any capacity constraint.
That we observed this property with all the referral algorithms leads us to conjecture that load
balancing is facilitated by the distributed nature of the learning setting.
Evolving Networks: In the context of evolving networks, we have focused primarily on addi-
tion/deletion of experts to the network. We considered this both in the form of a single point
change (i.e. a catastrophic event, with 20% of the experts in the network replaced at iteration
100, where an iteration consists of 1000 initial queries), and a distributed change (modelling
more closely a real-world gradual change: 5% of the network changes every 50 iterations). Note
that, Our main reason to opt for this choice was to obtain a clearer visualization of the effect on
network performance; we also ran experiments where the network changes are distributed across
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time-steps and found qualitatively similar performance.
Figure 3.3 compares the performance of DIEL on a static network with that on a dynamic

network. Our results show that DIEL coped fairly well with a distributed change, and in spite of
multiple changes in the network at a regular interval, the final DIEL performance on a dynamic
network (task accuracy 76.91%) is slightly worse than DIEL on a static network, but still better
than any other referral learning algorithm presented in Table 3.2.
Expertise drift: In real world, expertise may improve with practice or degrade due to fatigue
or other factors. Devising algorithms to deal with time-varying expertise would be a meaningful
research challenge. We propose to consider the following questions regarding time varying ex-
pertise. The research questions we would explore if time permits are marked with gray.
How to detect a drifting expert? All referral algorithms will be able to detect an initially good
expert whose performance deteriorates. However, if an expert initially exhibits low performance
and then improves, designing referral algorithms that quickly detect such expertise shifts could
be a challenging task, given that previously dismissed low performers would have a low prob-
ability of being sampled by the current algorithms. A key experimental design decision is of
course how to model drift in the distribution. In [42, 16], reward probabilities exhibit Brownian
motion, i.e., at time step n, reward probability, θn, is expressed by
θn = θn−1+ vn, vn ∼ N (0, σ2).
While we intend to evaluate the performance of our referral algorithms with this model of exper-
tise drift, a more realistic model would consider task frequency as people often get better with
practice (also, fatigue could degrade performance). Also, in real-world, gaining expertise could
be more likely than losing expertise. We also intend to consider a biased random walk where an
expert is more likely to improve than degrade.
How to adapt to the drift, and quickly?
This of course depends on the performance of a referral algorithm in detecting drifting experts.
Can hybrid algorithms be useful in presence of expertise drift? In our preliminary experi-
ments, we found that switching between referral algorithms depending on the learning phase and
performance gradient can be beneficial. Designing mixed strategy referral algorithms where a
referral algorithm can choose from an array of action selection strategies may further improve
performance. In Chapter 3.3.4, we have outlined an approach to design hybrid algorithms. This
type of hybrid algorithms can be potentially useful in presence of expertise drift. For instance, a
combination of DIEL and ε-Greedy may better track down drifting experts.
Can we extrapolate, i.e., identify improving experts and their rate of improvement?
How to design algorithms robust to both expertise drift and evolving network?

3.3.3 Evaluation beyond synthetic data set
A primary challenge in evaluating the referral algorithms in a real-world scenario was to obtain
several experts with differential expertise across topics. We address this issue by using Stochas-
tic Local Search (SLS) solvers as experts and solving Boolean satisfiability (SAT) instances as
the task. This mapping is particularly appealing for the following reasons. First, SAT is an
important problem domain that has received wide attention from industry and the research com-
munity. SLS solvers remain state-of-the-art solvers for solving several SAT distributions, and
the choice of expert/task is relevant. Second, a large number of experts with varying topical
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Figure 3.4: Expertise estimates of a subset of solvers on background data of two SAT distribu-
tions CBMC (bounded model checking) and QCP (quasi-group completion problems).
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Figure 3.5: Performance comparison on SAT solvers as experts and SAT solving as the task.

expertise(see, Figure 3.4) are available in the form of SATenstein solvers [28] (which map
to our experts). In our experiments, we use 100 such solvers configured on six well-known
SAT distributions (which map to our topics) that include real applications such as factoring and
model-checking [29]. Third, verifying if the task is solved correctly is straightforward: the solver
finds a satisfying model of the instance. Finally, as described next, our reward is function of run
time which allows us to evaluate performance of our referral-learning algorithms when rewards
are continuous.

We set the budget C for solving each instance to 1 CPU second, which is the maximum
time in which, on a similar computing architecture, configured high-performance SATenstein
solvers were found to solve a majority of the instances in their expertise area [29] (This was
corroborated in our experiments). The reward is computed as (C - rt) where rt is the run time
(when a solver fails to solve an instance, rt = 1). With C set to 1 in our experiments, the reward
is bounded by [0, 1) with a failed task fetching a reward of 0 and higher rewards implying faster
solutions. So in this setting, through continuous reward, we have incorporated solution quality
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(in this case, run time) in our experiments.
Figure 3.5 presents the performance comparison of referral-learning algorithms where ex-

perts are SAT solvers and topics are SAT problem distributions on 10 randomly chosen referral
networks. We found that DIEL outperformed all other algorithms, with DMT, DQ-learning,
and ε-Greedy1 achieving a performance close to DIEL (even when we extended the runs to
4000 referrals per subnetwork for ε-Greedy1, it had not yet caught up with DIEL). Similar to
the results obtained on our synthetic data, we found that UCB had the slowest rate of improvement
in the initial stage of learning. These results highlight the following. First, with real experts, a
well-defined task and very few distributional assumptions on expertise, we found that learning
effective referral choices that improve solution quality is possible. Second, DIEL’s superiority
over other referral-learning algorithms is not just restricted to synthetic data, nor the consequence
of binary rewards.

3.3.4 Designing mixed-strategy referral algorithms
We propose to follow an automated algorithm design paradigm proposed in [28]. In [28], high
performance stochastic local search SAT solvers are designed in the following way. First, a
highly parameterized, generalized SAT solver is designed by gleaning complements from known
solvers and exposing design choices as parameters. Next, for a given SAT distribution, the solver
is configured using an automatic algorithm configurator (in this work, ParamILS [18] is used).
The automated algorithm design paradigm can be used in the context of mixed-strategy referral
algorithm design in the following way. Say, we intend to create a mixed-strategy referral algo-
rithm from K algorithms. We declare K parameters w1, w2, . . . , wK such that algorithm i is
executed with a probability wi

K∑
i=1

wi

. We can obtain a mixed-strategy referral algorithm by con-

figuring the parameterized algorithm for discrete domains of wis on a referral networks data set
with the overall task accuracy as the objective function to maximise.
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Chapter 4

Proactive Skill Posting

So far, in all our experiments, we assumed an uninformative prior on the expertise of colleagues
which may not correspond to a real-world setting. Moreover, in real life, we often see that experts
clearly mention which type of tasks they are particularly good at and also often forge links to their
colleagues via social networks. In turn, their colleagues may re-estimate their beliefs of expertise
levels based on actual performance. In this work, we propose an augmented learning setting with
a one time local-network advertisement of expertise-by-topic by each expert in the network. We
first begin with outlining our research questions and associated challenges.

4.1 Research Questions and Challenges

Does access to (noisy) priors on their colleagues’ expertise improve an expert’s referral per-
formance? The key challenge is initializing the algorithms with the noisy priors in a way such
that the search for an effective referral choice becomes biased towards stronger experts while
ensuring the weaker ones also get enough exploration.
Does access to (noisy) priors on a subset of topics improve an expert’s referral perfor-
mance? It is unlikely that all experts will have accurate or close-to-accurate estimates on their
own skills across all topics. Also, it is infeasible for experts to inform about every skill to every
connected expert. A more realistic scenario is an expert advertises some of her top skills to her
colleagues. The key is to use the available information to set an upper-bound on the implicit bids.
How to design proactive skill posting algorithms that discourage strategic lying to attract
more business? The challenge of using partially available prior is two-fold. On one hand we
would strive to design algorithms robust to noise in self-skill estimates. On the other hand, we
would like to prevent experts getting more business through strategic lying, i.e., claiming they
are stronger than they actually are.
Can we extend the reward-penalty mechanism to other referral learning algorithms? Dif-
ferent algorithms put different emphasis on exploration and exploitation. The same initialization
and reward-penalty mechanism may not work for all algorithms.
How to design proactive algorithms when rewards are continuous? In many real-world prob-
lems solutions have varying qualities and hence rewards are not necessarily continuous. Proactive
algorithms designed for binary rewards may require further modification to handle such contin-
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Figure 4.1: DIEL and DMT with informative prior

uous rewards. For example, our first reward penalty mechanism described in Chapter 4.3.2 may
not be directly usable when rewards are continuous.

4.2 Preliminaries

Advertising unit: a tuple 〈ei, ej, tk, µtk〉, where ei is the target expert, ej is the advertising
expert, tk is the topic and µtk is ej’s (advertised) topical expertise.
Advertising budget: the number of advertising units available to an expert, following [26], set
to twice the size of that expert’s subnetwork. Effectively means that each expert reports her top
two skills to everyone in her subnetwork.
Advertising protocol: a one-time advertisement that happens right at the beginning of the simu-
lation or when an expert joins the network. The advertising expert ej reports to each target expert
ei in her subnetwork the two tuples 〈ei, ej, tbest, µtbest〉 and 〈ei, ej, tsecondBest, µtsecondBest〉, i.e., the
top two topics in terms of the advertising expert’s topic means.
Explicit bid: A topic that is advertised in the above advertising protocol.
Implicit bid: A topic that is not advertised, for which an upper bound can be assumed.

4.3 Approach

Here, we describe our approaches for each of the research questions.

4.3.1 DIEL and DMT with informative prior

Informative priors on the means can be incorporated into DIEL and DMT and leading to a perfor-
mance improvement in both. Suppose every expert has access to an oracle than can estimate the
true topic-mean of every other expert-topic pair within an error bound, i.e. |µei,tk − µ̂ei,tk | ≤ δ.
Instead of a 0 and a 1, all rewards reward(ei, tk, ej) are initialized with two rewards of µ̂ei,tk . In
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figure 4.1, we see that even when δ is as high as 0.2, the performance of both DIEL and DMT sub-
stantially improved with uninformed DIEL still outperforming informed DMT at the later stage
given enough samples.

4.3.2 DIEL with partially available prior

In practice, experts have limited time to socialize with different colleagues and get to know each
other’s experience. We incorporate this notion through the notion of budget and assume each
expert is allocated a budget of B advertising units, where B is twice the size of that expert’s
subnetwork. Any proactive algorithm differs from its non-proactive counterpart in two areas:
initialization and reward mechanism. We next describe them in the context of of proactive-DIEL.

Initialization

Rather than DIEL sets reward(ei, tk, ej) for each i, j and k with a pair (0, 1) in order to initial-
ize mean and variance, proactive-DIEL initializes reward(ei, tk, ej) for each advertisement unit
〈ei, ej, tk, µtk〉 with two rewards of µtk (explicit bid).

To initialize topics for which no advertisement units are available (implicit bid), we initialize
the rewards as if the expert’s skill was the same as on her second best topic, that is, with two
rewards of µtsecondBest , effectively being an upper bound on the actual value.

Reward update function

We have explored two different approaches for penalizing misreporting experts.
Reward update approach 1: When a referred expert ej succeeds in solving a task on topic tk,
update in proactive-DIEL’s update function, like DIEL’s, assigns an additional reward of 1 to
reward(ei, tk, ej).

When ej fails, however, instead of always appending a 0 to reward(ei, tk, ej), proactive-
DIEL, in the presence of an advertisement unit 〈ei, ej, tk, µtk〉, appends a (negative) penalty P
with probability µtk . This way, over-reporting of skill leads to more frequent incurrence of the
penalty.

In the absence of an advertisement unit, a penalty P is still appended, but with a probability
equal to the sample mean of ej observed by ei on topic tk. In our experiments, we set P to -0.35.
Reward update approach 2: In our second approach, our penalty incorporates a factor we may
call distrust, as it estimates a likelihood the expert is lying, given our current observations:
penalty = C2 distrust, where
distrust = distrustFactor1 + distrustFactor2;
distrustFactor1 = |µtbest − µ̂tbest| ζ(ntbest) and,
distrustFactor2 = |µtseconBest − µ̂tsecondBest| ζ(ntsecondBest)
where ζ(nt) = nt

nt+C1
, a factor intended to gradually ramp up to 1 towards steady state, where nt

is the number of observations for topic t. Basically, distrustFactor1 and distrustFactor2 estimate
how much the advertised skill posting is off from the estimated mean, for the best skill and
second-best skill respectively. C1 and C2 are the two configurable parameters of this mechanism.
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Figure 4.2: Performance comparison between DIEL, proactive-DIEL and proactive-DIELt.
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Figure 4.3: proactive-DIEL with noisy skill estimation.

Intuitively, larger the value ofC2, greater is the discouragement for strategic lying. The proactive-
DIEL variant that uses this update scheme is denoted as proactive-DIELt.

Figure 4.2 compares the performance of the proactive algorithms with DIEL under the as-
sumption of truthful reporting and accurate self-skill estimates. The two main aspects of note
are performance in the early learning phase, and steady state performance. We first observe that,
both proactive algorithms did better than their non-proactive counterpart, both in steady state
and during the early phase of learning, while noting that the gap between DIEL and its proactive
versions considerably reduces with more samples.

4.3.3 DIEL with partially available noisy prior

Even when experts post their skills truthfully, their self-estimates may not be precise. Imprecise
skill estimation in proactive skill posting was explored in [26, 25]. Following [26], we assume
Gaussian noise on the estimates in the form of µ̂ = µ+N (0, σnoise), where µ̂ is an expert’s own
estimate of her true topic-mean µ, and σnoise is a small constant (0.05 or 0.1 in our experiments).

Figure 4.3 compares the performance of proactive-DIEL with noisy estimates with the noise-
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Figure 4.4: Performance comparison on referral network of SAT solvers.

free case and its non-proactive version and shows that proactive-DIEL is slightly worse than
the noise-free version, but nonetheless, outperforms DIEL. The resilience to noise is further
highlighted when proactive-DIEL is evaluated on the SAT solver data set. Figure 4.4 shows that
the proactive-DIEL’s advantage over DIEL during the early phase of learning holds even when
neither expertise nor noise in estimating self-skill obeys any known parameterized distribution.

4.3.4 Proactive-ε-Greedy and proactive-Q-Learning
As shown in Figure 4.5, through similar initialization and reward-penalty mechanism, proactive
versions of ε-Greedy and Q-Learning can be designed which outperform their correspond-
ing non-proactive versions.

4.3.5 Evolving networks
In practice, networks are not static – new experts join in and old experts leave – and robustness
to such network changes is crucial for a referral algorithm’s performance on real-world data. In
these results, we explore a steady rate of network changes occurring at regular intervals (every
50 iterations, an iteration being 1000 initial queries). It is clear from Figure 4.6 that proactive-
DIEL is much more resilient to these network changes than DIEL (smaller dip, faster recovery).
The acid test for proactive-DIEL is shown in Figure 4.6(b), where its recovery in the face of a
repeated 20% network change, with noisy self-estimates, led to only minimal degradation.

4.3.6 Discouraging strategic lying
So far, we have shown that our proposed proactive referral algorithms address the cold start
problem better than their non-proactive counterparts and are immune to a small amount of Gaus-
sian noise in self-skill estimates. Here, we strive to deal with the case of deliberate (strategic)
misreporting, e.g. experts trying to get more business by overstating (or counter-intuitively, un-
derstating) their skills. Note that, since a noisy bid can be interpreted as deliberate misreporting
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Figure 4.5: Extending proactive skill posting to other referral learning algorithms.

µtbest
µtsecondBest

proactive-DIEL proactive-DIELt proactive-εGreedy proactive-εGreedyt proactive-Q-Learningt
Truthful Overbid 0.99 1.02 0.99 1.03 0.97
Overbid Truthful 1.00 1.19 0.98 1.24 1.35
Overbid Overbid 0.97 1.25 0.98 1.36 1.39
Truthful Underbid 1.04 1.15 1.00 1.08 1.21
Underbid Truthful 1.09 1.16 1.06 1.10 1.17
Underbid Underbid 1.22 1.32 1.12 1.24 1.56
Underbid Overbid 1.11 1.15 1.09 1.09 1.14
Overbid Underbid 1.04 1.50 1.04 1.34 1.63

Table 4.1: Comparative study on empirical evaluation of advantage obtained through strategic
lying. Strategies where being truthful is no worse than being dishonest are highlighted in bold.
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Figure 4.6: proactive-DIEL on dynamic networks.
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and vice-versa, robustness to noisy self-skill estimates and robustness to strategic lying are two
orthogonal goals.

Since proving incentive compatibility in a multi-expert distributed learning setting is a chal-
lenging task, we treat the number of referrals received as a proxy for payment and empirically
analyze Bayesian-Nash incentive compatibility the following way. Since we are interested in
knowing if their exists any specific strategy combination (e.g., truthfully report best-skill but
overbid second-best skill) that could fetch more referrals, we consider all possible such com-
binations (listed in Table 4.1). For a given strategy s and scenario scenarioi, we first fix one
expert, say eil. Let truthfulReferrals(eil) denote the number of referrals received by eil beyond
a steady-state threshold (i.e., a referral gets counted if the initial expert has referred 1000 or
more instances to her subnetwork) when eil and all other experts report truthfully. Similarly, let
strategicReferrals(eil) denote the number of referrals received by eil beyond a steady-state thresh-
old when eil misreports while everyone else advertises truthfully. We then compute the following
Incentive Compatibility factor (ICFactor) as :

ICFactor =

1000∑
i=1

truthfulReferrals(eil)

1000∑
i=1

strategicReferrals(eil)
.

A value greater than 1 implies truthful reporting fetched more referrals than strategic lying. Ta-
ble 4.1 presents the ICFactors for each algorithm and each strategy combination. We see that,
beyond the steady-state threshold, strategic misreporting is hardly beneficial and in fact counter-
productive in most cases.

While misreporting was shown to be of little or no benefit when all other experts report
truthfully, a stronger degree of incentive compatibility, strategyproofness, would require this to
be the case no matter what other experts do. One future goal is to investigate what modifications
to proactive-DIEL, or which conditions would ensure this.

4.3.7 Proactive algorithms for continuous reward
With the experiments with SAT solvers, it is very easy to conceive continuous rewards. If we
treat (cutoff - run time) as reward, we would get 0 reward on a failure and higher rewards will
imply faster solutions. Exploring reward mechanisms to handle continuous rewards could further
improve network performance as an effective referral will maximize not only solution likelihood
but also solution quality. We are yet to obtain experimental validation, but we believe a design
similar to the second reward update function (reward update approach 2) could handle continuous
rewards.
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Chapter 5

Timeline

I intend to finish my proposed thesis according to the following schedule:
March 2017: Proposal
March - May 2017: Work on proposed research on mixed strategy referral algorithms
May - August 2017: Internship
August 2017: Submit work on mixed strategy algorithms to AAAI
September - November 2017: Explore incentive compatibility and strategyproofness of proac-
tive algorithms, evaluate proactive skill posting algorithms’ performance on continuous reward,
submit to AAMAS
September 2017 - February 2018: Work on proposed research on expertise drift, submit to
IJCAI
September 2017 - April 2018: Job interviews
March - April 2018: Work on the grayed out items on expertise drift if time permits
April - July 2018: Write my thesis document
August 2018: Defense
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Chapter 6

A brief overview of my non-thesis research

This chapter gives a short description of some of the projects I have worked on during my Ph.D.
that are not included in my thesis proposal.

• Non-adversarial collusion detection: Unlike the current thesis proposal with networks
of differential expertise, this work focuses on crowd problem solving, where individual
workers are largely interchangeable. One aspect of that work focused on crowdsourcing
for opinions and rating and the consequent vulnerabilities to worker collusion. Earlier
research address collusion among participants in order to to intentionally bias ratings [31,
43, 3]. Our focus, however, was in a companion challenge wherein colluding workers
appoint one to do the work and the others merely copy, possibly taking turns, but all collect
pay as though each had done the entirety of the work [24]. Often workers add small
noise to obfuscate copying of ratings and such. Although at first glance, it may seem that
the damage caused by this type of collusion is mostly financial in nature, our analysis
reveals that several statistical metrics such as the mean, median, and variance experience
significant shifts as an unfortunate side effect of collusion, rendering the opinion gathering
statistically useless. We developed methods to detect collusion by finding stronger inter-
rater dependence across tasks that would be expected from independent raters conditioned
on task and mean ration, especially as individual ratings diverge from the empirical mean.
We developed a method called FINDCOLLUDERS, which on a commercial real-world data
set achieved an accuracy of 93.50% (recall: 94.74%, precision: 85.71%).

• Automatic algorithm design for combinatorial hard problems: In this work, we pro-
posed a novel approach to algorithm design in the context of Stochastic Local Search
(SLS) SAT solvers. In this design approach, instead of hard-coding design choices into
implementation, design choices are encoded in the form of parameters. This resulted in
SATenstein, a highly parameterized, generalized SAT solver whose components are
gleaned from several high-performing SLS SAT solvers. For a given SAT problem distribu-
tion, SATenstein can be configured using an automatic algorithm configurator (we use
ParamILS [18] for this). The 100 SATenstein solvers that we used for our referral net-
works, are obtained from the experiments performed in [29]. While several SATenstein
high-performance solvers could be obtained on many well-known SAT distributions, an as-
sociated challenge is describing the solvers in terms of known algorithms. We addressed
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this associated challenge in [52] where we proposed a novel concept-DAG-based distance
measure to compute distance between algorithm configurations.

• Building query classifier for detection of self-harm intent: In this work [23], we ad-
dress a common scenario in designing query-based triggers for real-world settings where
positives are rare and search providers possess only a small seed set of positive examples
to learn query classification models. We focused on the critical domain of self-harm intent
detection. Starting with a small seed set, our proposed method obtained sufficient number
of positives to create a meaningful data set for training. In finding positives, our method
substantially outperformed random sampling.
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